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About This Game

Ever since you were a child, you dreamed of flying amongst other racers with your dragon, and so, when the chance came to
become one, you leaped for it. But, things are not always so simple.

Dragon Racer is a 420,000 word interactive fantasy novel by Tierra Wright, where your choices control the story. It's entirely
text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Will you show all of those who doubt you that you have what it takes to ride with the greatest dragon racers? Will you form
bonds with them, stronger than you ever thought possible, or will you use those around you to simply push your own agenda?

 Play as male, female, or non-binary; gay, straight, or bi.

 Name your dragon, and help shape his personality.

 Train your dragon in three different areas of racing.

 Fly you dragon in many different racing events.

 Learn the truth about your past and uncover the secrets of Abauruth.
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This is a great piece of software that does exactly what you would expect and so much more. It is not diffuicult to find other
recording programs to get screen captures, but you would be hard pressed to find one that has more features and accessability
than PlayClaw5.

I like all the options for the overlays to keep track of recording time, file size and fps. I like how the overlays can be moved
around to avoid overlaps with menus in-game. I appreciate that there is also a desktop capture mode as well. It is a little more
expensive than most, but well worth the extra cash. Totally recommend this to anyone starting a youtube channel for game
capture. Two thumbs up.. \u0412\u0438\u0437\u0443\u0430\u043b\u044c\u043d\u0430\u044f
\u043d\u043e\u0432\u0435\u043b\u0430 \u0441 \u043d\u0435\u043f\u043b\u043e\u0445\u043e\u0439
\u0440\u0438\u0441\u043e\u0432\u043a\u043e\u0439. \u041c\u0443\u0437\u043a\u0430
\u043f\u0440\u0438\u044f\u0442\u043d\u0430\u044f. \u0423\u043f\u0440\u0430\u0432\u043b\u0435\u043d\u0438\u0435
\u043f\u0440\u043e\u0441\u0442\u043e \u043e\u0442\u0441\u0442\u043e\u0439, \u0442\u043e\u043b\u044c\u043a\u043e
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\u043d\u0435\u0442\u0438 \u0432 \u043f\u043e\u043c\u0438\u043d\u0435. \u041f\u043e\u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430\u043b
15 \u043c\u0438\u043d\u0443\u0442 \u0438 \u0443\u0434\u0430\u043b\u0438\u043b.\u041d\u0430
\u043b\u044e\u0431\u0438\u0442\u0435\u043b\u044f \u0436\u0430\u043d\u0440\u0430.. Arcade owner here. Running on
GTX1080. I got a bit motion sick. Felt like the frame rates are low. It does seem to pause for fraction of a second sometimes
too. Has potential but these issues need to be addressed.
On the upside though... when looking around it seems the issues from previous comments have been fixed with the updates..
well it says i already have it but u got me, refund ?. It's not deep at all. Tower defence part is really dumb and becomes boring
after 5-10 missions. Strategy part is just "upgrade everything as soon as you reach the next experience level". I don't understand
why it has so high review score.. Fun party game that's worth screwing around in.
Your friends might start disliking you - but that's nothing a well place dynamite stick can't fix. short but verry nice and fun :). o
jogo nao funciona
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Akane is < the price of a 2 liter and feels excellent. You owe this one to yourself.

https://youtu.be/XMNBSbA6pgQ. Bad game. Terrible President. So sad.. I do not recommend this game. This is because firstly,
it's controls were created with mobile playing in mind, not computer. This causes trouble when you try to scroll with your mouse
which will provide an infinitesimal amount of help. Secondly, the amount of work you have to do to earn money in the game is
ridiculous. One click equals a ten thousandth of a bitcoin. At the beginning of your play session the value of one bitcoin (in the
game) is ~$12,000. That means one click equals ~1.2 dollars at that time. The cheapest upgrade to buy is a GTX 1050ti for 750
in-game dollars. That graphics card in the game gives you 0.0005 bitcoin/minute. An approximate average click-speed per
second is ~6. So for 625 clicks, you receive 5 free clicks per minute. If you apply that average 6 clicks per second without
factoring fatigue for 625 clicks, it would take you 104 seconds. You can have about 10 graphics cards at one time, but their is
yet another problem that happens with the GPU's. Thirdly, the game is saturated with bugs. The biggest ones are when you TRY
to replace a graphics card or processor. If you used up all of your GPU slots with crappy GTX 1050ti's, you cannot swap them
out for GTX 1080's, or any graphics card for that matter. You are stuck with your 0.005 free bitcoin/minute with all of this
GPUs combined. Also, the game lets you downgrade your CPU! Another bad thing about this game is that it is purely optimised
for mobile gameplay, even though it is a desktop game! Although i am not even half empty with the salt this game has provided
me with, i have decided to give up on criticising it because i don't care enough about it. I cannot recommend this game.. horrible
game!!!!!! the gameplay it's so repetitive and gets boring really quick.. It's a match 3 game that adds strategy options, with
minion cards and abilities. It also has single player story mode and PvP ranking matches.

Over all review is that, it's the most fun and interesting match 3 game I have played to date, free or not. I play 3-4 different
match 3 games about once a day, and am always looking for more game options. Over all, big thumbs up!

No one gave me anything for this reivew. Just wanted to these thoughts out there.
Read below for Pro/Con breakdown.

Pro's:

- This game runs great! With so many games not actually working, it's amazing to not have a single problem related to how it
runs.

- Fun mini battles, that have different minion attack/buff options.

- The new changes to the story mode, give more options to play story mode without PvP matches to progress.

- Bright colors and visual effects are fun. (also see con's)

- Build a team with lots of different minions that have different attacks, buffs, nice strategy options.

- NO issues with pay to win minion card balances, so far.

- NO "Buy this" pop ups. (Thank you so much, Dev's!) Please note, I have not spent any money on this game yet, but will, to
help support the dev's and game.

- Dev's are continuing to combatt cheaters and bots. (I've seen an improvement in PvP matches)

- Dev's are currently active with game updates and in the community.

Con's:

- No information about the stats on any match played.
Possible fix: Adding an after match stats screen, with things like how many mini game hits and how much damage was dished
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out or taken, could help players understand why they won or lost, or how they might improve game play.

- Bright colors and visual effects can cause issues seeing the board to make matches. I've noticed this when both side are hitting
each other with multi minions at about the same time. (Not great if you have issues with flashing bright lights or color blindness)
Possible fix: Adding a low particle effect or color blind options.

- PvP matches are only random.
Possible fix: Adding friend invite matches, without effecting PvP rank.

- No PvP rank info. Currently there is no way to know if I'm being matched up with a level 5 star, heroic, or new level 19
ranked player.
Possible fix: Add rank/player name to PvP matches.

- Minor issues with camera angle changing for some minions attacks, not game breaking but not pleasant either.
Possible fix: Not move the camera? I have no idea, I'm not a dev.

Please note, I just play games, so take all the possible fixes with a grain of salt, since I have no idea how to make any of it
happen. I try to keep things constructive.

I don't always know or care about game dev's. This dev team has responded to reviewers and the steam community so well, I
wanted to make a note of it in this review.

To the EmberStrike dev team, for doing things in a great way...
- Creating a fun game that runs really well.
- Communicating with the community feed back, reviewer comments and implementing changes in a professional way.
- Working to prevent cheating.
- Making a free to play game model, that I hope others will adopt.

Thank you so very much, for not just making a fun game but for navigating this digital landscape with class!. I have mixed
feelings about this game, having just played it start to finish on "normal".

It has many of the elements necessary for a good sci-fi squad-level tactical game. The strategic game is entertaining -- you
always feel like you're short on something. Base management, research, and manufacturing is cleanly done.

The tactical game is poorly developed. The first few missions are nearly identical, and overall the challenge is to find a good
place to stand while the bad guys charge at you. There's a wide variety of armor, most of which you won't have a use for. It
seems like they tried to accommodate a wide variety of play styles, but the tactical game isn't really deep enough to warrant
more than stand-here-shoot-there.

Overall it was interesting enough that I wanted to get to the end, but I have zero interest in playing it again. If you're interested in
squad-level strategy games it's worth a look, but there are better options out there.. It is cancer xd
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